Introduction
We consider C°° almost Hermitian manifolds. In this paper we shall be concerned with five classes of almost Hermitian manifolds; K, NK, AK, QK, H. For reference, the defining condition for these classes is as follows In this paper, we consider that {EJ^I < i <2n], with B n+k = JE^, is a local frame field on M. A key to understanding the geometry of these classes of almost Hermitian manifolds are curvature identifies.
In fact, for each of the classes given above there exists a curvature identity [6] , Moreover, in this paper we shall only be concerned with the following curvature identities where M is the Riemannian curvature operator. For a given class 1 of almost Hermitiar. manifolds, let L^ be the subclass of manifolds whose curvature operator satisfies identity (i).
Certain equalities occur among the various classes [6], In C 53, A. Gray give conditions under which a nearly Kahler manifold can be decomposed as a product of Kahler manifold and strict nearly Kahler manifold.
In [1] , we study decomposition of AK,-manifolds. In [3], it is proved that S *R^ has a structure of QK.,-manifold, non KShlerian, moreover there are not relations among the classes UK, AK2 and QK^.
In this article, we study decompositions of cuasi-Kahler manifolds which satisfy the first curvature identity and give condition under which a Q^-manifold can be decomposed as a product of Kahler manifolds and strict cuasi-Kahler manifolds which satisfy the first curvature identity. .1
Remarks: a) Expressions 1), 2) and 3) are valid for every almost Hermitian manifold. b) Expression 4) iB valid for every almost Hermitian manifold satisfying the first condition of curvature. c) Expression 5) is valid for every QK-manifold, d) Expressions 6), 7) are valid for every QK2-manifold. e) Expression 8} is valid for every QK^-manifold. Proposition 2.2. Let LI be a ÇK1 -manifold. Then
Proof. According to ( Moreover, we proved that this distribution is integrable for an AKg-manifold.
In C4], this is proved for a HK-manifold. Differentiating this and making use of (2.1), we obtain
Hence [w,x] lies in the distribution p»-"-K*(p). Therefore, by the Probenius theorem, it follows that the distribution is integrable on open sets of M on which dim K*(p) is constant. The second statement is immediate.
3. Rlccl curvature and Rioci » curvature For any almost Hermitian manifolds, there are two useful contractions of the curvature tensor. Let { B^,... t E n ,E n+^. . ...,E 2n } be with E n+j£ = JE k , 1 k *£n, a local frame field. We define linear transformations ? (Ricci curvature) and f* (Ricci * curvature) by [5]
If M is a AH.j -manifold, then 9 = 9 * . Bow, we define for all AH-manifold, a new operator B by
where ^ is the first Chern class of M. If M is a Kahler manifold, then 3=9. Proposition 3.1. Let LI be a QK^-manifold (H^-manifold); then
The proof is immediate. Proof.
We observe that
Now the proposition is immediate. Prom [2] , M k is KShlerian and M s is strict QKr Theorem 4.7. Let M be a QK.,-manifold, that is not Kahlerian. Then 9 -B is parallel if and olny if for any U e 3E(M), (VyJ) is closed for the spectrum of B. In particular if B has only one eigenvalue then q-B is parallel.
Proof.
By (3,3), 2) we get 2<(V u (9-B))X,Y> = <(9-B)(V u J)X,JX> -<(V u J)(9-B)X,jy> .
Thus 2(V d (9-B))X = -(V ju J)(9-B)X. Now, the theorem is immediate.
